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The Big Cleanup and Herobrine's BeaconAlex and the rest have to clean up the mess from the

previous book but when Herobrine and Steve leave Alex to do most of the work, she gets angry and

decides to find out what Herobrine is up to. She discovers a mysterious beacon and just knows

Herobrine is behind this. Alex doesn't trust it one bit. What is Herobrine planning to do with this

beacon and will they ever finish cleaning? Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 14!-
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Loved the whole book.Best mine craft fan fiction ever.Is it possible to make the evil swamp

beaconIn vanilla mine

craft?ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Å’ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Æ’ÃƒÂ°Ã‚

Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â®

As usual, I loved it whith all my heart. It is a great book and is as funny, adventurous, twisted and

mysterious as all the angry Alex books.Resume of it: GREAT!!-Amatistaquarzo

No fun booooooooring

COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOL! Yay! book 14 thanks,CN!!!!!Review:So herobrine made a beacon

that speares out that trees and dirt at the desert. BUT IT WAS ACTUALLY FOR FIXING THE

GROUD and tring to hatch that ender dragon. But at the end, the dragon egg disappears! So maybe

you are using that player named ilovedragons1 idea because maybe the player mira took it?

Anyway my suggestions will be about mira and the ender dragon BUT with some changes because

I hate the part of ender dragon eating alex!suggestions: So mira took it secertly and that pyimind

was her base. Alex finds a secert passageway to her headqurtures! But all inside it was a portal.

They jump into it and they were teleported to her real headquaters that is a castle and is a

princesses of a kingdom of players far far away.concustion: Thanks for reading this CN!:) Thank you

for making book 14!!!!!! your book lover Joowon hwang (actuly the minecraft name is

superxper178)p.s no offence but.... WHY WHY WHY YU NO RELASE diary of a grefier 3!?p.s.s

ilovedragons, if you are reading this, be happy because mayhaps CN is using your idea. And sry for

copying and editing your idea ok?

This book is so good im sorry that i did'nt review all your other books. I could'nt review them

because my kindle was taken away. can you please in the next book put my name in it. i love all

your books ive read all of your books. when is the next diary of noob coming out? im going to make

a list of books you should make 1. diary of a wither 2 the wither respawns and gets revenge on him.

2. diary of a minecraft giant 2 the ender dragon escapes the end and is destroying the overworld. 3

diary of notch then diary of herobrine then diary of notch vs herobrine. 4. diary of jeb. 5. diary of

grum. 6. diary of dinnerbone. ps can you put my name in a diary of a angry alex 15 or 16

thanksPEOPLE STOP READING REVIEWS AND READ THE BOOKCN STOP READING AND



START WRITING.also i think you should make your books longer.

Woohoo you released Angry Alex 14! I really do hope you are doing my idea! So maybe Herobrine

and Mira (me) can make secret evil plans to kill Alex and Steve! lolol.I am in Nether Kitten 4 by

Cube Kid! In the end of the book when Breeze and Emerald are talking. They say how I came to the

village. I am mentioned as ilovedragons1. I also won the reviewer contest along with The Guy Who

Starts With An S and Crafterbot 6000.If you don't make me steal the Dragon Egg, can you make

either Shadow or Entity 303 have? That would be cool.Please put me in the awesome reviewers!

-ilovedragons1

Good book. This author releases books fast like steve the noob, and now Cube Kid is getting back

on track! Everybody knows about the 4 best minecraft authors:These are not in order so do not take

this offensively (if you are one of the following authors)1. Cube Kid2. Steve the Noob3. Crafty

Nichole4. Zack ZombieThese are not in order.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Now I will describe every

author.:::::Cube Kid:::::Cube Kid had a rough 7 months. No books were released but now Cube Kid

is back writing long books. It takes about 5-7 weeks now for Cube Kid to release a book.:::::Steve

the Noob:::::This author has never and will never take more then 6 weeks to make a book this

author makes books monthly. This authors books are never too short and are never too long. My

favorite minecraft author.:::::Crafty Nichole:::::This author releases books the fastest out of all these

authors. It takes 3-4 weeks for this author to release a book. This author is also the author of the

book I am reviewing right now. Great books!:::::Zack Zombie:::::This is the best writer of all of these

authors, the only problem is that it takes almost 1 year for this author to release a book. He is known

for his zombie books.-PigMaster4000

the author puts so much effort in the climb up to the climax but then just pops in with a way to solve

the problem. SPOILER ALERTlike in this book everyone is nervous of the beacon. then after all the

worrying alex suddenly decides to dump lava on the trees the beacon made. you need to make it

seem like the characters have a harder time facing their task instead of suddenly finding the

soloution. this goes for all your alex books- still enjoyable, however there reaches a point in where it

seems the author gets tired of writing and wraps it up asap. keep up the good work!
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